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Loving the Road to Success
When you think about it, it isn’t the goal itself which brings
sustained happiness. It is the happiness that sustains
continued accomplishments.
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—————————————————————

When you think about it, it isn’t the goal itself which brings sustained

happiness. It is the happiness that sustains continued accomplishments.

So, if you are not happy along your journey toward success, it really won’t

matter what you accomplish. You will still have an underlying feeling of

dissatisfaction.

Happiness is an upward path of
positive conscious success
decisions.

It is the knowledge that when you faced your last moment of truth, you

made the right choice. It can be a little one like foregoing a candy bar or a

big one like saying no to that vacation in order to bank the money for a

home. There is no insignificant conscious success decision. Conscious

success decisions are like mental weight lifting. Each rep adds to your

endurance and strength, no matter how small. Your mind takes pleasure

in each achievement, no matter how small. Just focus on what you are

looking forward to. Success compounds itself. Your mind keeps score

and tallies the successes. It does not discount one and double the other

depending on what it considers to be more important. It simply says, “You

are a winner!”

Success Really Is Simple
Disbelief is one of the most common reasons or excuses most people do

not set goals, and the root of their disbelief is most commonly a belief

that settings goals is complicated. The problem with this is that disbelief

keeps people from experiencing achievement. With no achievement, they

do not really believe themselves capable of success. That is why you
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have to break down the process one conscious success decision at a

time and make each one count.

For every positive conscious
success decision you make, you
are not only one step closer to
achieving your goal, but you are
more confident in your abilities to
achieve.

You feel in control when you see the plan you specifically set up working

for you.

Do not wait for your belief system to change; waiting to be convinced that

goal setting will work. Do not listen to others who may tell you this system

is too simple to work. I have already established, and you should believe

by now, that you have already been using this process in your life, maybe

just not consciously or applied to all areas. To remind yourself of how

easily you can do this, you have to set goals first and let your belief

increase with every success.

Belief increases in direct
proportion to accomplishment.

The more you do, the more you believe yourself capable of doing. You

really get this picture when you keep that notebook of achieved goals I

have talked about in our earlier columns, and look back over the ones

you once thought were this side of impossible to achieve. What seemed

impossible yesterday will be a piece of cake today. You will soon be

amazed at how your belief has expanded to include goals you never

would have though of a year ago. Not only will your goals grow, but

making a habit of positive conscious success decisions will enable you to

reach them that much quicker, thus taking you from comfort to

discomfort and back to comfort at a rather rapid rate.
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You see, if you are totally
comfortable with all of the goals
you have set, you probably have
not pushed yourself enough.
Goals are about making you
reach.

Stretching yourself toward greater heights of achievement. Without that

feeling of challenge, you have set your sights too low and their

achievement won’t mean all that much to you, but if that is what it will

take to get you started with the system, do it! The main thing to

remember about reaching your goals is that everyday, in every way, your

goal must be all consuming. That means that all action intents are moving

you towards what you want, instead of away from what you want. It is

important that you realize that you are where you are because of

thousands of choices you have made up to this point. If you want more,

and who doesn’t, then you must make this premeditated goal system a

daily habit, because daily habits lead to weekly habits, monthly habits and

so on. I wish you great success on all of your premeditated goals.

—————————————————————

Omar Periu is a man of power whose life story is truly remarkable. Omar

is more than a motivator; his peers refer to him as the "The Motivational

Teacher." Possessing an indefinable quality of magnetism, Omar brings

audiences to their feet. Although the terms "dynamic," "high energy", and

"super achiever" all describe Omar Periu as he is today, they aren't

exactly the words which portrayed the results accomplished early in his

career.

Omar Periu and his family fled Castro's regime when he was only seven

years old. They arrived in Miami, and his family had no money, no other

relatives or friends in America and nothing but the clothes on their backs.

Thus began Omar's journey of success in the land of freedom and

opportunity.

Today, he is one of the nation's top success executives and trainers,
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promoting "how-to" tactics and strategies in his seminars, throughout the

world. Omar's content is fresh and inspiring, his presentations

impeccable, and his story unforgettable. Omar is now referred to as the

#1 Motivational Teacher in America, a world-traveled speaker who has

spent over a decade educating salespeople, managers and

entrepreneurs world-wide.

To quote Omar's philosophy: 

"Success is in the moment -- make every moment count!!!" 
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